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Family  Photos!  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  Justin
Timberlake shared an Instagram picture of his celebrity wife
Jessica  Biel  with  their  beautiful  son  Silas  Randall
Timberlake. This photo of Silas in a Grizz jersey snuggled in
his mother’s arms marks his public debut. The celebrity baby
couldn’t be more precious and the celebrity couple are picture
perfect. With just a week under his tiny belt, we can’t wait
to see what else this celebrity baby can give to the camera.
Here’s hoping JT continues to post!
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One  thing’s  for  sure  —  this
celebrity  baby  will  never  lack
attention!  What  are  some  ways  to
keep your relationship strong when
you have a baby?

Cupid’s Advice:

Having a baby is an exciting and scary adventure. But remember
that this is an adventure you have created together and there
is no reason to let your relationship and love fizzle out when
you welcome your newest little love:

1. Keep a schedule: Not only will this eliminate arguments and
stress but this will keep you locked in for date nights. With
a growing baby, you will be happy to have the schedule system
in place when your planning for one more!

Related Link: Jessica Biel Wants Babies With Justin Timberlake

2. Alone time: Help each other by giving each other some
space. With a newborn things can get very busy and you and
your partner may find it hard to get time for yourself. Be
good to yourself and to your partner by making sure each has
some time to do the things they love to do, even if it’s just
an afternoon of shopping or a Saturday morning to sleep in.

Related Link: Justin Timberlake Reportedly Caught Cheating

3. Make a memory: Take a note from JB and JT by documenting
the happy moments. There’s nothing like the glow of a new
mother and there are so many firsts that you will experience
as a family. Make sure to capture the joy but also be present
in these moments and they will surely change your bond for the
better.
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How did you keep the romance alive post baby? Share your tips
and tricks below! 


